This paper presents new experimental rea]izations of subrecoi] laser cooling by velocity selective coherent population trapping (YS CPT). Starting from a cloud of trapped and precooled metastable helillm atoms. it has been possible to achieve a YSCPT interaction time of 500 ps. This has enah]ed the momentum distribution to be compressed along one or two orthogonal axes to hetter than op = lik /4
INTRODUCTION
Reducing the vdocity spread Dl' of an ensemble of atoms, which amounts to cooling tbeir translational clegrees of freeclom, opens the way to various interesting applications in atomic physics : longer observation times allowing more precise measurements, longer de Broglie wavelengths which can be useful in new researcb fields like atomic interferometry, and the search for quantum statistical effccts. Figure 1 summarizes a few important steps which have been achieved in this clomain during the last 2.') years.
The advent of tUllable lasers in tbe carly seventies gave access ta the homogeneous width r of an atomic transition, by selecting a group of atoms having 1;'1 a velocity spread 8vhom such that t.he Doppler effect associated with 8vhom is equal to r : k81'hom = r (1) For example, a monochromat.ic laser light "burns" a hole with a widt.h 8vhom in the Doppler profile of an atomic vapor. Other sub-Doppler schemes in laser spect.roscopy use nonlinear effl'cts such as sat.urat.ed absorption or two photon absorption processes from two counterpropagating laser beams (1) . Note that ail these methods use a velocity selection mechanism and do not compress the atomic velocity distribution.
The Doppler cooling method, proposed in the mid seventies (2) , produces a compression of the velo city distribution by introducing a velo city da.mping force due to a Doppler induced imbalance between the radiation pressure forces exerted by three sets of counterpropagating laser beams. The laser beams are detuncd slightly to the red of the atomic transition, so that the detuning : (2) between the laser frequency WL and the atomic frequency WA is negative. An atom subject.ed to such a set of laser beams is said to be in an optica.l molasses, due to the strong viscous damping forces il, experiences. The them'y of Doppler cooling (3) shows that there is a lower lirnit TD 1,0 the temperature which can be achieved by such a method, whose order of magnitude is given by : (3) (ka : Boltzmann constant.), this minimum temperature being reached when 8 = -r/2. The corresponding veJocity spread 8VDop is thus given by : (4) where we have dropped factors of two (llf is the mass of the atom). Equation (4) may be written : (.5 ) We have used (1) and introduced the recoil kinetic energy : (6) of an atom absorhing or emitting a single photon with momentum ;!k. For most opticallines, the recoil energy ER is much smaller than nT, so that :
We conclude that 8VDop is much smallcr than 8vhom
ln 1988, it hecame clear 1,hat other cooling mechanisms, more efficient than Doppler cooling, were operating in optical molasses (4) . Among the new cooling mechanisms, using optical pumping, light shifts and laser polarization gradients, a particularly efficient one is the so-called Sisyphus cooling mechanism, where the moving atom is running up potential hills more frequently than down (.5). The quantum theOl'y of Sisyphus cooling (6) shows that there is a lower limit to the velocity spread 8v which can he achieved hy Sisyphus cooling. One find that :
Using (5), (6), (7) and (9), one gets :
ilT VAi (10) The same reduction factor, ..jE, appears for 8v when one goes from Doppler cooling to Sisyphus cooling as when one goes from velocity selection in laser spectroscopy to Doppler cooling. (11 ) Subrecoil cooling corresponds to a situation where : ( 12) The present paper is devoted to the description of recent experimental and theoretical advances in this field. After a brief review of suhrecoil cooling, we describe a new generation of experiments using velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT), which lead 1.0 values of 8v significantly smaller than 8vrec in one and two dimensions.
We then review new theoretical approaches weil adapted 1.0 the long time limit where the standard methods of quantum optics (optical Bloch equations) become inappropriate.
Finally, we briefly discuss the possibility of combining VSCPT and Sisyphus cooling.
BRIEF REVIEW OF SUBRECOIL COOLING

General Considerations
We first note that subrecoil cooling results in a delocalization of atoms in the laser wave. Condition (12) , which according 1.0 (9) can also be written :
where p = Alv is the atomic momentum, is equivalent 1.0 :
Subrecoil cooling thus corresponds 1.0 a situation where the de Broglie wavelength ÀDB of the atoms is larger than the wavelength ÀL of the laser used 1.0 cool them. The spatial extent of the wave packets describing the center of mass of the atom can no longer be neglected and a full quantum treatment of atomic motion is needed.
A second important consequence of equation (13) is that spontaneous emission must be avoided for atoms cooled below the single photon recoil limit, because spontaneous emission, which occurs in random directions, would communicate 1.0 the atoms a random recoil 8p on the order of fiL ln other words, ultracold atoms must be prevented from absorbing light. Up 1.0 now, two suhrecoil schemes (7) (8) have been proposed and demonstrated (9). The first one, which uses VSCPT (7) (10), is hased on a combination of two effects : (i) the existence of certain atomic states Iw~C) which are not coupled 1.0 the lasers and which, for p small enough, are perfect traps in momentum space, and (ii) a random walk of atoms in momentum space due 1.0 exchange of momentum with photons during fluorescence cycles, which allows atoms 1.0 diffuse from non trapping states with p =1-0 1.0 trapping states p~0 where they accumulate.
The second scheme (8) uses an appropriate sequence of stimulated Raman and optical pumping pulses tailored in such a way that atoms are pushed in momentum space towards the zone p~0 where no resonant light can excite them.
General Expression of the Trapping State for a
Jg = 1 f---t Je = 1 Transition ln this paper, we focus on VSCPT. We describe new experimental realizations of VSCPT in one (11) and two (12) dimensions, using the transition 23 SI~23 Pl of Helium. It will thus be useful 1, 0 give an expression of the trapping state for a Jg = 1~Je = 1 transition, valid in any dimension.
Other transitions have been considered in the literature (13).
We will follow here the method of Ol'shanii and Minogin (14) . ln the lower state g, the atom can be considered as a spin-1 particle, because Jg = 1. Consequently, its state is described by a wave function w(r), which is a vector field. Similarly, the state of the atom in the excited state e (with Je = 1) is described by a vedor field <.f»(r).Finally, there is in the atom-Iaser interaction Hamiltonian VAL a third vedor field, the laser eleetric field EL(r). Let E!(r) and Eï:(r) be the positive and negative frequency components of EL(r), respectively. The transition amplitude induced by VAL between 9 and e may be shown 1,0 be proportion al 1,0 the following integral : (15) which is in faet the only scalar which can be construeted from the three vectOI' fields <.f»*(r), E!(r), W(r). Such a result can also be diredly checked by expanding W(r) and <.f»*(r)on an orthornormal basis of Zeeman sublevels and by using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the transition Jg = 1~Je = 1.
Suppose now that we tale: W(r) = a(r)E!(r) (16) where a(r) is any scalar function of r. It is then clear that the integral of (15) vanishes for all <.f»*(r).This means that the states (16) are not coupled by the laser 1,0 the excited state. Expanding a(r) in plane waves exp(ip . rift), one gets a set of non coupled states labelled by p :
If we take p = 0 in (17), we gel, a particularly important state :
Because of the monochromaticity of the laser field, ail wave veetors ki appearing in the plane \Vave expansion of Et (r) :
have the same modulus Ikd = WL/C = k. It follows that the state (18) is not only a non coupJecl state as (17), but is also an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator P2/2M. This en sures that "IJ1T will not be destabilized by a motional coupling inducecl hy p2 /2M hetween "IJ1T and other ground states cou pIed to e.
The state "IJ1T is therefore a perfect trap for atoms, sometimes called a "dark" state.
Replacing in (17) Et(r) by (19) , one sees that the states (17) (17) is not an eigenstate of P2/2/1,1. There are motional couplings, proportional to ki .
p/ M, which clest.abilize the stat.es (17) and introduce a phot.on absorption rate r~dp) from these stat.es, proportion al to p2 (if Ipl is small enough).
Such an absorption is then followecl by a spontaneous emission process, which introduces a random change of moment.um and allows atoms to diffuse in momentum space. The sma]]er Ipl, the sm aller is the diffusion rate. Atoms thus progressively accumulate in a set of states "IJ1~C(r), with Ipl distributed over a range 8p around the value p = 0 corresponding to the perfectly dark state (18) . Arguments similar to t.hose used in (10) show t.hat 8p clecrease as l/ve where 0 is the laser-at.om int.eraction time.
ln faet, several perfectly dark sta tes can exist for a given laser configuration. The conditions for having a single clark state, which are discussed in reference 14, are fulfilled for ail the ex]wriments clescrihecl in this paper.
NEW GENERATION OF EXPERIMENTS
The new expf'rirnental seheme (11) (12) has been radically altered from th,e initial one (7), in order to aehif've mueh longer atom-Jaser interaction times and to confine atoms in a smaller volunlf'. Insteacl of applying the VSCPT laser beams t.o a supersonic beam of metast.ahle hclium atoms, we now start with atoms precoohl 1,0",200/11\ in a magnet.o-opt.ical t.rap (1.5) (16) . The trap is loaded from a eryogf'nic (61\) heam of He* in the 2351 st.ate, cleceleratecl by radiat.ion pressure using a Zeeman slowing technique (17) . The trap contains '" 105 He* atoms in a volunlf' of '" 1mm3, fOl'ming a weil 10caJized source of slow atoms upon which to perform further eooling. The trap is shut off, and the beams for the VSCPT cooling proeess, tuned to the 2351 f----423P1 transition, are pulsed on. All of the VSCPT beams are clerivecl from the same laser, thus ensuring phase coherence. During t.he time of the VSCPT cooling, the at.oms move less than 1 mm, aHer which they fo]]ow ba]]istic trajectories under the influence of gravity. Atoms are cletected .5 cm hclow the trap by means of a microchannel plate detector. The initial temperature of the trapped cloud of atoms is measured by switching off the trap and observing the time of Bight distribution as the atoms fall. The observed distribution, in which both the initial velocity and gravit y play important roles, peaks around 45 ms. The corresponding initial rms velo city in 60 cm/s, corresponding to a temperature of 180 fIK. High spatial resolution (0.5 mm) is obtained by accelerating the output of the microchannel plate toward a phosphor screen, and the resulting blips of light are recorded with a triggered CCD camera which provides temporaJ resolution.
For more experimental details, see references (11) and (12) .
ID Experiments
The laser configuration is formed by two counterpropagating beams along the x-axis with 0"+ and 0"-polarizations.
According to equation (18), the trapping state is then a linear superposition of two de Broglie waves with wave vectors ±k along the x-axis. One thus expects that, after the VSCPT cooling process, atoms have been pumped into a linear superposition of two wave packets moving with momenta ±1il.., along the x-axis. Since no cooling takes place along the y and z axes, the velocity spread along these two axes is the same as in the magneto-opticaJ trap. Atoms a.re detected on the microchannel plate detector a time Tf (30-80 ms) after the VSCPT cooling beams are turned off, within a temporal window T. By varying Tf, one can probe the (uncooled) vertical velocity distribution, and by varying T, one can select the time resolution. Images from the CCD camera are digitized in a PC and the entire pro cess is repeated. The images are averaged in software.
The left part of figure 2 gives an exampJe of atomic position distribution obtained after a single release from the trap. Each dot corresponds to a singJe He* atom. The right part of the figure is obtained after averaging over 80 singJe releases. One clear]y sees the double band structure which is the signature of VSCPT cooling along the Jaser axis (x-axis). Note that there is no cooling along the y-axis. Here the VSCPT interaction time was 0=·100 ILS, about one order of magnitude longer than the interaction time in the first experimental realization of VSCPT (7).
The observed width of each band of figl1l'e 2 is manifestly smaller than the spacing between the bands which corresponds to 'lli!..,. This is a clear indication of cooling below the n~coiJ Jimit. The intensity al, the center of each band is increased by a factor .5 when the VSCPT beams are appJied, a sign of real cooling (increase of the density in momentum space). The width of cach band reBects, in addition to the finaJ VSCPT momentum distribution, contributions due to the size of the cloud of tra.pped atoms, the size of the blips of light emittecl by the phosphor, and the dispersion of atom arrivaI 
2D Experiments
The laser configurat.ion now consists of four count.erpropagat.ing beams along t.he x and y axes, with (7+ and (7-polarizations (Fig. 3) . ln equation (19) , N = 4, k1 = +k:î~, k2 = -1.~;1~, k3 = +ky, k4 = -kY. One t.hus expects that, after such a laser configurat.ion has been applied for a t.ime 0 t.o an atom, the state of this atom will be a linear superposition of four wave packets with mean momenta ±t/I.'.1:,±lil.:y. Thus, on the detector plane, one should observe four spots separated by a distance 2!iI.'Tf/M, where Tf is the flight time to the detector, the width of these spots decreasing as l/..;e.
An exampJc of atomic position distribution detected on t.he micro channel plate is shown in figure 4 . The figure is obtained by averaging over 2.5 consecutive single releases from the trap, for earh of which the camera was exposed from 45 ms t.o 6.5 ms after the VSCPT interaction. The four peaks are clearly resolved. As for the 1D experiment. the detected peaks contain instrumental broadenings in addition to the atomic momentum spread (size of the cloud of trapped atoms, size of the blips of light, dispersion of arrivaI times). An upper bound to the momentum spread is obtained by neglecting the initial cloud size and the imperfect detector resolution.
From the width of the peaks, we deduce a momentum spread (half width at 1/,jë) 8p :::: 1ik/ 4. The corresponding effective temperature is T:::: TR/16. These values of 8p/nk and T/TR are the lowest ever achieved in 2D subrecoil cooling (18) .
An important issue is whether the VSCPT process actually increases the density in momentum space or merely acts to select atoms within a small velocity group. The answer is dependent on the laser parameters.
Figures .Sa and .Sb describe how the momentum distribution varies with the laser power and the detuning.
The heavy lines represent a profile of one of the spots of Fig. 4 taken in the direction pcrpendicular to the recoil momentum. ln this direction, the broadening due to the dispersion of arrivaI times is absent. The thin lines correspond ta the uncoolcd ditribution.
It appears in figure . sa that the efficiency of VSCPT increases with the laser power. \Vhen ri increases, the peak of t.he cooled distribution becomes higher than the uncooled dist.ribution (which is a signature of cooling), while the width of the peak increases, in agreement with theoretical predictions (10) . Figure . sb shows that the efficiency of 2D-VSCPT is higher for a blue dctuning (8 = WL -WA > 0)) than for a l'cd one (8 = WL -WA < 0). We will comc back to t.his point in the last section of t.his paper devoted to the discussion of possible Sisyphus-type friction mechanisms.
A Few Prospects
The previous results demonstrate that VSCPT is a pratical means for achieving a significant subrecoillaser cooling in one or two dimensions. The final temperature T, expressed in uniJs of t.he recoil temperat.ure TR, is about the same in both cases: T/TH::: : 1/20 or 1/16. One can hope to reduce this temperature by anot.her order of magnit.ude by increasing the interaction time to a few ms. Further study is required to thoroughly understand the limitations imposed, for example, by the residual stray magnetic field, imperfect laser beam polarization, imperfect vacuum, and multiple scattering of resonant light.
An interesting feature of VSCPT is that atoms are prepared in a coherent superposit.ion of wave packets whose centers, in our work, are separated by macroscopic distances, on t.he order of 1 cm. An obvious challenge is ta recombine the two stripes of figure 2 or the four beams of figure 3 in order ta observe interference and thus demonstrate the coherence. 
NEW THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Connection with Lévy Flights
Making quantitative predictions of the efficiency of VSCPT in the long time limit (0 --+ 00) seems rather difficult. Because at.oms are delocalized in the laser wave when 8p < fik, aU atomic degrees of freedom mu sI. be treated quantum mechanica]]y. Ali of the usual t.reatments (19) , leading 1.0 a Fokker Planck equation description of atomic motion throllgh an expansion of the density matrix ek·ment.s in powers of fd:j8p, cannot be applied here because fLk / 8p is not a smaU parameter. Furthermore, the fact that no steady state exists for VSCPT complicat.es the search for a numerical solut.ion of the optical Bloch equations in the limit. 0 --+ 00.
During the last few yean, new theoretica] approaches have been developed for circumventing these difficulties. Monte Carlo simulations of the time evolution of a single at.om in VSCPT have heen made (20) . Such a time evolution consists of a sequence of quant.um jumps occurring al. random times and associated with spont.aneous emission processes. Between two successive quantum jumps, a coherent evollltion period tales place, associated with absorptions and stimulated emissions of laser photons. The simulation uses the so caUed "delay function" which gives the distrihution of the time intervals hetween two successive spontaneous emissions (21) . As in the Wave Funtion Monte Carlo approach (22), tllf' description of the at.omic state hy a wave function rather than by a density mat rix simplifies the numerical calculations which can be extended 1.0 much longer times. Furthermore, such 1\lonte Carlo simulations provide a better physical understanding of VSCPT. They clearly show that the smaUer the atomic momentum ]J, the longer the delay Td hetween two successive spont.aneous emission jumps, which is the principle of VSCPT.
There is another striking feature of the Monte Carlo simulations of VSCPT [see for example figure 1 of reference (23)] which suggested a completely new statistical approach for such a cooling scheme. The random sequence of time intervals Td is dominated by a few terms, the longest ones, which are on the order of the total observation time. This uncommon domination of a random sequence by rare events is a signature of "Lévy flights" and "broad" distributions (24) (25) , in sharp contrast with the usual Brownian motion statistics encountered in other cooling schemes. ln fact, one can show (23) that VSCPT provides simple examples of Lévy flights. Using the statistical properties of Lévy flights, one can then derive new analytical results for the asymptotic properties of VSCPT in the limit e ---7 00 (23).
More precisely, one can define in the neighbourhood of p = 0 a very narrow trapping zone Ipl < Ptrap' \Vhen the atomic momentum lies in this zone, the atom is considered as being trapped.
Then, after a certain time, the atom leaves the trap, diffuses out of the trap before returning 1.0 the trap, and so on. and T(N) grow with N is important for predicting the proportion of cooled atoms in the limit e ---7 00. Since the <oS a.re independent random variables, as well as the Tfs, one needs only to find their probability distributions
P(T)
and P (T) .
ln fact, from the physics of VSCPT, more precisely from the p-dqwndence of the photon absorption rate for P ---7 0 and P ---7 00, one can dctermine the asymptotic behaviour of P( T) and P (f) at large T and f. The important point is that these distributions a.re broad. ln several cases, they behave as T-(1+I') for P( T) and as f-(1+it) for P (f). For example, for 1D-VSCPT one finds Il=1/2 and p = 1/4. The distributions P(T) and iJ (f) are th en so broad that (T) and (f) are infinite. Consequently, the central limit theorem (CLT) do es not apply Such a prediction (full line of Fig. 6 ) is in very good agreement with the results of Monte Carlo numerical calculations (circles of Fig. 6 ).
The Lévy flight approach can also give analytical predictions for the momentum distribution and for t.he influence of t.he dimensionality d. One finds that, when d increases, PtT) narrows whcreas PtT) broadens. One thus expects that for pure VSCPT, where the ret.urn of atoms in the trap is only due to momentum diffusion, the cooling efficiency should rapidly decrease wh en d increases. The fact that the 2D experiment. described above gives a good signal is therefore an indication that an addit.ional friction mechanism exists.
Combining VSCPT and Sisyphus Cooling
The laser configurations used in the first experimental realizations of VSCPT (7) consisted of two counterpropagating beams with (J+ and (J-polarizations. The resulting laser electric field thcn has an intensity which does not vary in space. One can casily show that, in such a laser configuration, the light shifts of the various ground state Zeeman sublevels are position independent. Plotting these light shifts as a funct.ion of the position of the atom, one gets fIat "adiabatic" potcntial curves, the light shift of the non-cou pIed state being equal 1,0 zero eVf'rywhere. There are therefore no potential hills and no possibility of Sisyphus cooling. Furthermore, and contra.ry 1,0 what happens for a Jg f----+ Je = Jg + 1 t.ransition, there is no polarization gradient. force for a Jg = 1 f----+ Je = 1 transition in a (J+ -(J-laser configuration (19) .
Several authors h,we rf'cenUy mentioned that other laser configurations in one and two dim('nsions could kad 1,0 a coexistence of VSCPT and Sisyphus
is always a non-coupled state whose light shift is zero everywhere, giving ri se 1,0 a perfect.ly fIat adiabatic potential. But. for the laser configurations discussed in (26) 1,0(30), the total laser intensity varies in space and the oth('r eigenvalues of the light shift operator (other than zero) are in g('neral position-dependent, giving risc 1,0ae!iabatic potential curv('s with potential wells ane! potential valleys. For a moving atom, there are nonadiabatic couplings which can transfer the atom from the non-couplee! st.at.e t.o such a position e!ep('ndent potential curve, and a Sisyphus cooling can OCOIl' if the e!etuning 8 is positive (when 8 is positive, light shifts a.re positive ane! the position-e!epene!ent potential curves are above the fla!' line corresponding t.o the non-couplee! state ; furthermore, the transfer rat.e by opt.ical pumping from a couplee! state 1,0 the non couplee! one is maximum al, t h(' tops of the potential hills). Such a semiclassical picture of Sisyphus coo]ing becomes questionahle in the quantum regime where atoffis are delocalized in the laser wave. 1\10re precise treatments using quantum Monte Carlo methods and confirming the existence of a Sisyphus type cooling may be foune! in references (27) and (28) .
The coexistence of VSCPT and Sisyphus frict.ion forces may be very attractive at higher dimensions, because the random walk process of pure VSCPT becomes less ane!less efficient. at bringing atoms back towards p = O. Studying how the cooling efficiency depene!s on the detuning 8 can provide useful informations. For pure VSCPT, the cooling efficiency should not be very sensitive ta the detuning (10) . The fact that, in the 2D experiment described above, the signal is much better for 8 > 0 than for 8 < 0 (sec Fig .. 5b) One can thus hope 1,0 put several atoms in a volume ).,1:!B while keeping these atoms separated by distances large compared 1,0 the optical waveJength ).,L which determines the range of radiative interactions between atoms. This could be important for reducing the limitations associated with atom-atom int.eractions in the seaI'ch for quantum statistical effects. A better understanding of the long time limit of VSCPT has bccn obt.ained with the dcvclopment of new statistical approaches inspired hy the Lévy Oight description of anomalous l'an dom walks. By studying the competition between trapping and escape processes, determined by t.he distribution of trapping times and first return times in the trap, one can predict in a quantitative way how the efficiency of pure VSCPT varies in the long time limit and how il, depends on the dimensionality.
Theoretical and experimental studies indicate that VSCPT could he improved by a Sisyphus precooling. This is important for future developments because there is still room for an increase of the int.eraction time and for a corresponding deCl'ease of the temperature,
